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As a philosopher, I guide students to think conscientiously about our intellectual heritage, 
the world, and our place in it.  I do this partly by training them in the skills of careful reading 
and writing characteristic of my own work, and partly by reflecting with them on the work 
of an exemplary thinker. 
 
I teach careful  reading by modeling it, and then guiding students in practising it.  When 
studying Hobbes, for instance, I display a paragraph from Leviathan chapter 13 and mark it 
up, indicating the thesis, premises, examples, and further evidence given for those 
premises. Then I give them copies of subsequent paragraphs to practice marking up the 
same way. Talking about the best way to understand Hobbes’s arguments leads naturally 
into a discussion about what exactly he claims and how well he supports his claims. 
 
My classes also include step-by-step exercises that build students’ skills in 
argumentative writ ing.  In one session we brainstorm reasons for different answers to 
an essay question like “Is Socrates right to say that a life of justice is better than a life of 
injustice?”  and students go away to write one paragraph arguing their position.  Next 
session we brainstorm objections to some of those paragraphs, and students go away to 
write a one-paragraph objection to one of them.  Along the way they grow familiar with 
basic concepts of argumentation (validity, soundness, relevance, inductive vs. deductive 
reasoning, simplicity vs. explanatory power of a theory, charitable interpretation, etc.), and 
soon they are ready to meet the high expectations expressed in my essay rubric. 
 
I promote ref lect ion on a work like Augustine’s Confessions by means of quizzes, 
motivation, background, warm-up, and exit slips. 
 
Class starts with a five-minute quiz on important concepts and claims in the reading.  This 
prepares students for knowledgeable discussion. I then motivate reflection on the author 
and his or her text by pointing to their importance and interest.  Augustine was a colorful 
writer who was not shy of representing the superiority of mind over matter by describing 
the act of meditating in an outhouse.  And his Confessions is a deep and complex 
masterpiece that influenced in various ways such figures as Aquinas, Calvin, Petrarch, 
Pascal, and Wittgenstein.  Next, I help students warm-up to a topic in various ways that 
include asking leading questions, brainstorming concrete instances, and pairing them off 
before the larger group discussion.  For example, students understand Augustine’s account 
of happiness in book 10 better after brainstorming examples of happy people, features 
that contribute to happiness, and features of ideal happiness. As we discuss, I promote 
informed discussion by giving students some background on late Roman society, and by 
explaining Augustine’s allusions to Virgil, to the Bible, and to debates in ancient philosophy.  
For instance, Augustine’s account of his own infancy in book 1 subtly criticizes the Stoic 
“cradle” argument that humans naturally desire the good, and his account of stealing pears 
in book 2 challenges the Platonic claim that we desire things only under the guise of the 
good. Finally, at the end of class I take attendance by giving students two minutes to write 
an “exit  s l ip” with a question or comment on the material covered, and I address selected 
comments at the beginning of the next class. 
 
 



I have had great success using these methods in teaching philosophy, and I keep working to 
improve.  That’s why last year I took a Certificate in University Teaching Skills.   
 
I should also mention that students often need indiv idual  attention, and they appreciate 
how available I am to explain things both in person and by email.  I have developed a good 
rapport with students and have been successful in motivating them to take a serious 
interest in their own education.  Teaching in downtown Toronto, an intensely multicultural 
city, has also given me experience with students with diverse backgrounds and different 
ability levels.  My teaching evaluations consistently show that students benefit from the 
clarity I bring to difficult texts and ideas, my passion and energy for philosophy, and my 
approachability.  I am happy to see that I have helped them flourish by enabling them to 
think more conscientiously about our intellectual heritage, the world, and our place in it. 


